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Gap junctions promote synchronous activities in a network of
inhibitory interneurons

A. Di Garbo∗, A. Panarese, S. Chillemi
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Abstract

By using a single compartment biophysical model of a fast spiking interneuron the synchronization properties of a pair of cells,
coupled by electrical and inhibitory synapses, are investigated. The inhibitory and excitatory synaptic couplings are modeled
in order to reproduce the experimental time course of the corresponding currents. It is shown that increasing the conductance
value of the electrical synapses enhances the synchronization between the spike trains of the two cells. Moreover, increasing
either the decay time constant of the inhibitory current or the firing frequency of the cells favours the emergence of synchronous
discharges.
© 2004 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Recent experimental findings suggest that neocorti-
al and hippocampal interneurons innervating the peri-
omatic region of pyramidal cells coordinate neural os-
illatory activity (Fisahn and McBain, 2001; Galarreta
nd Hestrin, 2001a). Moreover, the synchronous firing
f a neural population in the gamma frequency band
30–100 Hz) seems to be associated to cognitive func-
ions (Gray et al., 1989; Csicsvari et al., 2003).

It was found that in the neocortex of young ani-
als the fast spiking (FS) and the low-threshold spik-

ng (LTS) inhibitory interneurons are interconnected by
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electrical synapses too (Galarreta and Hestrin, 199
Gibson et al., 1999; Galarreta and Hestrin, 2002). The
relevance of the electrical synapses for the gen
tion of the synchronous neural activity comes fr
the experimental finding that impairing the electr
synapses between cortical interneurons disrupts
chronous oscillations in the gamma frequency b
(Deans et al., 2001; Hormuzdi et al., 2001). At presen
the specific functional role of the activity patterns
FS and LTS interneurons for cortical information p
cessing are not well known. However, in a recent s
it was found that FS cells are strongly excited by
lamocortical inputs, while the LTS cells are rarely a
weakly affected by them (Beierlein et al., 2003). Thus,
it was suggested that these two groups of interneu
are functionally distinct sources of neocortical inh
tion. Moreover, additional experimental findings s
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gest that FS cells may play a relevant role in the de-
tection of synchronous activity (Galarreta and Hestrin,
2001b).

From a the theoretical point of view, it was shown
that a population of mutually inhibiting interneurons
can generate synchronous oscillatory activity provided
that specific constraints on the time course of the
postsynaptic inhibitory conductance, tonic excitatory
drive etc. are satisfied (Wang and Rinzel, 1992; Van
Vreeswijk et al., 1995; Whittington et al., 1995; Wang
and Buzsaki, 1996; White et al., 1998). At present the
hot problem is to understand the functional role of the
presence of electrical coupling in a inhibitory network
(Chow and Kopell, 2000; Traub et al., 2001; Bartos
et al., 2002; Di Garbo et al., 2002; Pfeuty et al., 2003;
Lewis and Rinzel, 2003) and, in theLewis and Rinzel
(2003)paper, the existence and stability of the phase
locking states of a pair of identical leaky integrate-and-
fire (LIF) models, coupled by electrical and chemical
synapses, were investigated theoretically.

In our paper, we address a study similar to that done
in (Lewis and Rinzel, 2003) by using a conductance-
based model for each FS cell. One of the aims of our
work is to study how electrical and inhibitory synapses
affect the synchronization properties of a pair of cou-
pled FS cells and compare our results with the LIF ones.
Our contribution differs from that of the cited paper, and
the main differences are the following: (a) we build a
new conductance-based model of a single FS interneu-
ron to meet at best its relevant biophysical properties
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without the weak limit approximation, we will show
that the synchronization level of a pair of coupled FS
cells, each one receiving independent excitatory synap-
tic bombardment from pyramidal neurons, is enhanced
as the electrical conductance increases (both for fast
and slow synapses).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental data on FS interneurons

FS interneurons are not capable of generating repet-
itive firing of arbitrary low frequency when they are in-
jected with a constant current (Erisir et al., 1999). Thus,
they have the type II excitability property (Rinzel and
Ermentrout, 1989).

The following experimental data on FS cells were
obtained in vitro from the somatosensory cortex of
adult mice and are expressed as mean± standard er-
ror of the mean (S.E.M.): FS interneurons have high
firing rates (up to∼210 Hz), average resting mem-
brane potential of (−72± 1) mV and input resis-
tance of (89.2± 2.9) M�; their action potential has
a mean half-width of (0.35± 0.01) ms, average am-
plitude of (61± 2) mV and afterhyperpolarization of
(25.4± 0.6) mV (Galarreta and Hestrin, 2002). The
mean value of the electrical conductance between two
FS cells is <GEl>±�GEl = (0.203± 0.044) nS, the
maximal conductance of unitary GABAergic synapses
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excitability, input resistance, duration and amplit
f the action potential, afterhyperpolarization, and r

ng potential); (b) we model synaptic inputs in orde
t the experimental time course of the inhibitory (ex
atory) postsynaptic current between FS cells (res
ively from pyramidal to FS cells). Lastly, for a pair
oupled LIF, the reduction to the phase model is
ied out analytically, while for our conductance-ba
odel of coupled FS cells, numerically alone.
In the weak coupling limit our results agree qu

atively with those of the cited paper, but some dif
nces were found. For instance, we will show that,

ncreasing the intensity of the electrical conducta
ith slow synapses promotes synchronization. Un

he Lewis and Rinzel (2003)paper, in our contribu
ion the synchronization properties of a pair of coup
S cells were investigated in the presence of sy

ic inputs with poisson distribution. In this case a
s <GGABA>±�GGABA = (0.8± 0.26) nS with a reve
al potential of−80 mV, the mean value of the d
ay time constant of the inhibitory postsynaptic cur
IPSC) is <τExp>±�τ = (2.6± 0.2) ms (Galarreta an
estrin, 2002). We used the experimental time cou
f the average (50 trials) IPSC to determine, by s
ard fitting method, the simplest mathematical fo
apable to capture the rising and decay kinetics o
PSC. The adopted function wasA[1 − exp(−t/τRise)]
xp(−t/τDecay) with A= 95.451pA, τRise= 0.289 ms
Decay= 2.115 ms.

.2. Biophysical model of FS cells

Models of Hodgkin–Huxley type of a FS cell we
roposed by several authors (Wang and Buzsaki, 199
risir et al., 1999; Durstewitz et al., 2000). Here we
ill describe the activity of each FS cell with a sin
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compartment biophysical model derived from a model
proposed recently (Durstewitz et al., 2000): it con-
sists of an isopotential sphere (the soma) of radius
R= 7.5�m. To better match the main experimental
electrophysiological properties of an FS cell the con-
ductances and kinetics of the ionic currents of that
model were modified, and the new model reads:

CdV

dt
= IE − gNam

3h(V − VNa) − gKn
4(V − VK)

− gL(V − VL) (1a)

dx

dt
= (x∞ − x)

tx
, x∞ = αx

(αx + βx)
,

τx = 1

(αx + αβx)
, x = m, h, n (1b)

where C = 1�F/cm2, IE is the external stimulation
current, andαm = 4.2 exp[(V+ 34.5)/11.57],βm = 4.2
exp[−(V+ 34.5)/27], αh = 0.09 exp[−(V+ 45)/33],
βh = 0.09 exp[(V+ 45)/12.2], αn = 0.3 exp[(V+ 35)/
13.83],βn = 0.3 exp[−(V+ 35)/14.06]. The maximal
specific conductances and the reversal potentials are,
respectively: gNa = 52 mS/cm2, gK = 250 mS/cm2,
gL = 1.6 mS/cm2 and VNa = 58 mV, VK = −90 mV
and VL = −72 mV. In this model, the onset of pe-
riodic firing occurs through a Hopf bifurcation for
IE ∼= 28.7�A/cm2 with a well defined frequency
(∼37 Hz), according to the type II excitability property
(Rinzel and Ermentrout, 1989). The other properties
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the τDecay value will be varied within a given
interval.

To get a physiological estimate ofgSy we proceed
as follows: from the experimental value of <GGABA>
we get gSy = <GGABA>/4�R2 = 0.1122 mS/cm2. Be-
sides, if a presynaptic interneuron generatedN spikes
at times tj (j = 1, 2,. . .N) the magnitude of the in-
hibitory current at timet> tN in the postsynaptic cell it
is ISy =gSy

∑N
j=1s(t − tj)(VPost(t) − VRev). Here, each

value oftj represents the time when membrane poten-
tial,V(t), crosses a well defined threshold with positive
derivative.

The electrical synapse is modelled asIEl =gEl
(VPost−VPre) wheregEl is the maximal specific con-
ductance. To get values ofgEl within the physio-
logical range we proceed as for inhibitory synapse:
from the experimental value of <GEl> it follows that
gEl = <GEl>/4�R2 = 0.0286 mS/cm2. Lastly, the two
synaptic currentISy, IEl defined so far, affect the dy-
namics of a FS interneuron model by adding the term
(−ISy− IEl) to the right hand side of Eq.(1a). In this
paper,gSy = 0.11 mS/cm2 it is the adopted value of the
maximal conductance of the inhibitory synapse, while
the values ofgEl will be varied in the range from 0 to
0.1 mS/cm2.

Some typical discharge patterns of a pair of FS cells
connected by inhibitory synapses are reported inFig. 1.
They were obtained by numerically solving Eq. (1)
with gSy = 0.11 mS/cm2 andgEl = 0 mS/cm2. It can be
seen (top and middle panels) that for lowIE values
t al-
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f the model are the following: resting membra
otential at−72 mV; input resistance∼88 M�; action
otential amplitude∼65 mV; afterhyperpolarizatio
mplitude ∼27 mV and action potential half-wid
0.1 ms.

.3. Modelling the synaptic coupling

The fitted experimental time course of the IP
GABA (t) =A[1 − exp(−t/τRise)] exp(−t/τDecay), is
sed here to model the inhibitory synapse betw
S cells: ISy = gSy s(t) (VPost−VRev), wheregSy is

he specific maximal conductance of the inhibit
ynapse (in mS/cm2 unit), s(t) = IGABA (t)/Max(IGABA
t)), Max(IGABA (t)) =A[τDecay/(τRise+ τDecay)]
τRise/(τRise+ τDecay)]τRise/τDecay and VRev =
80 mV. In the following we will keepτRise= 0.289 ms
ndτDecay= <τExp> = 2.6 ms; moreover, where stat
he system exhibits bistability, while for higher v
es only synchronous states are stable. Similar re
ere found either by adding electrical synapses an
ixed coupling.

.4. Weak coupling limit

Let us consider a pair of coupled non-linear osc
ors:

dXi

dt
= F (Xi) + εGi(Xi, Xj), Xi ∈Rn,

i = 1, 2, i 	= j (2)

here Xi(t) defines the state of thei-th oscillator
nd εGi(Xi , Xj) (ε
 1) is the coupling term. Fo

he FS cell model, defined in Eq. 1, it isXi = (V,
, h, n) and εGi(Xi , Xj) = (−ISy(i) − IEl(i), 0, 0,
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Fig. 1. Typical discharge patters of a pair of FS cell model cou-
pled by reciprocal inhibitory synapses alone. Top and middle pan-
els:IE = 29.6�A/cm2, but different initial conditions; bottom panel:
IE = 30.6�A/cm2. For all panels it isτDecay= <τExp> = 2.6 ms.

0). Then, assuming that forε= 0, each oscillator
possesses a stable limit cycleXo(t) of period T, in
the weak coupling approximation the state of each
oscillator is defined by its phaseθi (i = 1, 2) and the
corresponding dynamical behaviour is determined
by the following equations: dθ1/dt= 1+ εH1(φ)
and dθ2/dt= 1+ εH2(−φ), where φ = θ2 −
θ1, H1(φ) = 1

T

∫ T

0Y (t) · G1(Xo(t), Xo(t + φ))dt,

H2(−φ) = 1
T

∫ T

0Y (t) · G2(Xo(t), Xo(t − φ))dtand
they areT-periodic functions (Ermentrout, 1998). The
vector Y(t) is the normalizedT-periodic solution of
the adjoint equation dY(t)/dt=−[J(Xo(t))]T Y(t) with∫ T

0Y (t) · Xo(t)dt = 1, andJT is the transpose of the
Jacobian matrixJ= ∂Fi(Xo)/∂Xj .

For a pair of identical FS cells coupled by inhibitory
synapses it isH1,S(φ) = 1

T

∫ T

0Y1(t)so(t + φ)(VRev −
Vo(t))dt and H2,S(−φ) = 1

T

∫ T

0Y1(t)so(t − φ)(VRev −
Vo(t))dt, whereY1(t) is the first component of Y(t),
Vo(t) is the membrane voltage of the unperturbed
FS cell model andso(t) is the T-periodic function
when the membrane voltage of the presynaptic cell
is given byVo(t). The time evolution ofφ is deter-

mined by dφ/dt= ε[H2,S (−φ) −H1,S (φ)] = −�DS (φ)
(ε=gSy) and the phase locked states can be deter-
mined by searching the solutions of the equation
DS (φ∗) = 0. A phase locked state is characterized by
a constant phase difference,φ∗, between the two os-
cillators and it will be stable (or unstable) accord-
ing as dDS /dφ > 0 (dDS /dφ < 0). Similarly for elec-
trical synapses it isH1,E(φ) = 1

T

∫ T

0Y1(t)(Vo(t + φ) −
Vo(t))dt, H2,E(−φ) = 1

T

∫ T

0Y1(t)(Vo(t − φ) − Vo(t))dt
and dφ/dt=−�DE(φ) (ε=gEl). Lastly, for mixed
coupling the time evolution ofφ is determined
by dφ/dt=−ε[DS (φ) + gEl

gSy
DE(φ)] = −�D(�) (� =gSy)

and the phase locked states are defined as the solutions
of the equationD(φ∗) = 0.

2.5. Measures of the synchronization between
spike trains

In numerical simulations of a pair of FS cells subject
to Poissonian synaptic bombardment we used the nor-
malized cross-correlation histogram to quantify their
synchronization level: this measure is denoted byΓ (t)
and, the adopted time bin, is 1 ms.

3. Results

3.1. Weak coupling limit
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Firstly let us consider a pair of identical FS ce
eciprocally coupled by inhibitory synapses alone
nvestigate the existence and stability of phase lo
tates as the decay time constantτDecayof IPSC is var
ed. The stimulation currentIE is the same for both in
erneurons and the results are reported inFig. 2: there
s a critical valueτC of the decay time constant su
hat forτDecay< τC there is bistability (synchrony an
nti-synchrony), while forτDecay> τC the only stable
tates are the synchronous ones. From a dyna
oint of view for τDecay= τC, a sub-critical pitchfor
ifurcation occurs: the anti-phase state loses the s

ty and two unstable branches, behaving as separa
etween anti-phase and in-phase states, appear.

or a fixedτDecay, the quantity 2 – 2φ(τ) gives a rough
stimation of the probability to reach asymptotical
ynchronous regime for random initial conditions (φ(τ)
eing the phase of the corresponding state in the
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Fig. 2. Bifurcation diagram of the phase difference againstτDecayfor
a pair of FS cells weakly coupled by inhibitory synapses alone. Top
panel: IE = 29.6�A/cm2; bottom panel:IE = 30�A/cm2. For both
panelsνFree is the free firing frequency of each cell for the usedIE
values.

unstable branch). As the value of the stimulation cur-
rentIE increases synchronization is promoted (bottom
panel ofFig. 2) andτC gets physiologically relevant
values (τC ≤ 3 ms).

The existence and stability of phase locked states in
a pair of FS cell models were investigated againstIE
by keepingτDecay= <τExp> = 2.6 ms. In the top panel of
Fig. 3the stationary values ofφ are reported for the case
gEl 	= 0,gSy = 0. There is a critical value of the stimula-
tion current,IC, such that forIE < IC bistability occurs,
while for IE > IC only the synchronous state is stable.
The stationary values ofφ for the casegEl = 0,gSy 	= 0
are reported in the middle panel ofFig. 3 and, also
in this case, there is a critical value of the stimulation
current that separates the two regimes, bistability and
synchrony. The results obtained when the two FS cells
are coupled by both inhibitory and electrical synapses
are shown in the bottom panel ofFig. 3. In this case,
the bifurcation diagram is intermediate between those
shown in the top and middle panels.

To quantify the effects of electrical coupling on
the synchronization level of a pair of FS cell mod-
els, we used the following protocol: for any fixed
value of the ratioQ=gE/gSy we evaluatedIC(Q) from
the associated bifurcation diagram (forIE ranging
in the interval from 29.2 to 30.5µA/cm2); next, we
considered the rectangle with unity height and base
IC(Q) − 29.2 and calculated the areaAUB, of the region
contained within the unstable branches. Then, the prob-

Fig. 3. Bifurcation diagram of the phase difference againstIE for a
pair of coupled FS cells. Top panel:gSy = 0 mS/cm2; middle panel:
gEl = 0 mS/cm2; bottom panel:gEl/gSy = 0.8. For all panels it is
τDecay= <τExp> = 2.6 ms.

ability of synchronous firing was estimated as follows:
PS = 1−AUB/ATot, beingATot = IC(Q) − 29.2. ThePS

values are plotted inFig. 4againstgEl/gSy for the cases
τDecay= 5.2 ms andτDecay= 2.6 ms. The corresponding
curves exhibit an increasing trend and this means that
increasing the value ofgEl promotes synchronization.
The high values ofPS for τDecay= 5.2 ms can be ex-
plained by the fact that slow synaptic current enhances
synchronization (seeFig. 2). Our results are qualita-
tively in keeping for fast synapses, but at odds for slow
ones, with those obtained byLewis and Rinzel (2003).

Fig. 4. Probability of synchronous firing of a pair of FS cell models
coupled by electrical and chemical synapses againstgEl/gSy. Black
line: τDecay= 2.6 ms; grey line:τDecay= 5.2 ms.
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The above findings were obtained for symmetrical
inhibitory coupling. We found that using two different
values for the conductances of the inhibitory synapses
destroys, as it is expected, the symmetry of the bifurca-
tion diagrams shown in the previous Figures (data not
shown). However, when the intensity of the electrical
coupling is increased, the synchronization is enhanced:
i.e., the probability to get synchronous states starting
with arbitrary initial conditions increases and the sym-
metry of the bifurcation diagram is partially recovered
(data not shown).

3.2. Full network simulations

FS interneurons receive excitatory inputs from pyra-
midal neurons and recently the properties of these
synapses were studied experimentally (Galarreta and
Hestrin, 2001b). Thus, we used these experimental data
on the excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSC) from
pyramidal to FS cells to build a more realistic model of
a pair of coupled FS interneurons. To model the EPSC
we followed the same approach described in section
2.3 for the IPSC. Poissonian spike trains (of 1000 Hz
rate) were generated, convolved with the experimental
waveform of EPSC and added to the right hand side of
Eq. (1a). Then the corresponding equations were inte-
grated numerically.

For the discharges recorded from neocortical FS
cell in in vitro experiments, a very low value of the
c r-
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Fig. 5. Normalized cross-correlation histograms for a pair of cou-
pled FS cell models when each cell receives uncorrelated Poisson
distributed excitatory inputs of 1000 Hz rate and maximal ampli-
tude gEPSC= 0.0047 mS/cm2. Thin black line:gEl =gSy = 0; thick
black line:gEl = 0,gSy = 0.11 mS/cm2; grey line:gE = 0.05 mS/cm2,
gSy = 0.11 mS/cm2. For both cells it is IE = 29.4�A/cm2 and
τDecay= <τExp> = 2.6 ms.

A systematic investigation of the effects of the elec-
trical coupling on the synchronization properties of a
pair of coupled FS cells subject to uncorrelated EPCSs
was performed. In particular we were interested to fol-
low the changes of the average firing frequency <ν>,
CV andΓ (0) asgEl is increased and the corresponding
results are reported inFig. 6.

Fig. 6. Dependence of <ν>, CV and&(0) on the electrical cou-
pling conductance. Black solid circles:τDecay= 2.6 ms; grey solid
circles: τDecay= 5.2 ms. For all panels it isgSy = 0.11 mS/cm2,
g

oefficient of variation (CV) of the interspike inte
als (ISIs) has been measured: CV = 0.086 (Galarreta
nd Hestrin, 2002). Thus, the amplitude of the EPS

or our computer experiments was fixed in orde
ield for the uncoupled FS cell a CV value of t
ame magnitude as the experimental one. By ad
ng gEPSC= 0.0047 mS/cm2 for the maximal conduc
ance of the excitatory synapses, we got CV∼ 0.085.
he plots ofΓ (t) are shown inFig. 5: for gEl =gSy = 0

he correspondingΓ curve is flat and the discharges
he two interneurons are uncorrelated as expected
lack line). The introduction of the inhibitory coupli

eads to the emergence of an oscillatory activity (th
lack line). The addition of electrical coupling re

orces the oscillatory activity and promotes the s
hronization by increasing the number of event
hich action potentials are generated within 1 ms t
cale (grey line).
 EPSC= 0.0047 mS/cm2 andIE = 29.4�A/cm2 for both cells.
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ForτDecay= <τExp> = 2.6 ms the variable <ν> is pro-
portional togEl and a linear fitting protocol gives a
correlation coefficientr = 0.99 (p< 0.0001). The mono-
tonic increase of <ν> can be explained by the fact that
the presence of the electrical coupling increases the
probability that a presynaptic spike evokes an addi-
tional spike in the postsynaptic cell. The middle panel
of Fig. 6shows thatCV is inversely proportional togEl
(r =−0.98,p< 0.0001). This means that increasinggEl
enhances the regularity of the firing activity of each
cell. The plot of theΓ (0) values againstgEl in the bot-
tom panel ofFig. 6 implies that the synchronization
between the spike trains of the two FS interneurons is
promoted by increasinggEl (r = 0.98,p< 0.0001). An
interesting feature exhibited by the plot ofΓ (0) values
is the presence of a threshold: forgEl ≤ 0.025 mS/cm2

the average synchronization level is small, while it is
higher forgEl > 0.025 mS/cm2. To assess quantitatively
this point we performed linear fits to the plot in the two
intervals ofgEl values: (0: 0.025 mS/cm2) and (0.026:
0.051 mS/cm2), each containing the same number of
data points (# 26). For the first interval the correlation
coefficient wasr = 0.55 (p= 0.003), while for the sec-
ond one it wasr = 0.89 (p< 0.0001).

Similar results were found for the case
τDecay= 5.2 ms (seeFig. 6, grey solid circles);
for the explored range ofgEl values the average
discharge frequency of the cells is always lower than
in the former case, but its increasing trend against
gEl is maintained. The CV plot shows that increasing
t ent
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a nd
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g
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electrical coupling prevents these desynchronizing ef-
fects (data not shown). Similar results were found by
using two different values of the inhibitory conduc-
tances (data not shown).

4. Conclusions

We studied the synchronization phenomena occur-
ring in a pair of FS cell models coupled by electrical
and inhibitory synapses. Each inhibitory synapse was
modelled by using the experimental time course of the
IPSC. The work was carried out either analytically in
the weak coupling limit or by direct numerical integra-
tion of the equations defining the network.

The main results obtained in the weak coupling limit
are the following. In the casegEl 	= 0 andgSy = 0 there
is a critical value,IC, of the stimulation currentIE
such that forIE > IC only synchronous firing is stable,
while for IE < IC bistability regimes occur. A similar
behaviour was found for the two casesgEl = 0,gSy 	= 0
andgEl 	= 0, gSy 	= 0. For a givenIE value andgEl = 0,
gSy 	= 0 there is a critical valueτC of τDecay such that
for τDecay> τC only synchronous firing regimes occur,
while for τDecay< τC bistability is dominant. In this
case, forIE > 30µA/cm2 the correspondingτC values
are physiologically relevant (τC < 3 ms). These findings
imply that increasing either the stimulation current or
the decay time constant of IPCS enhances the probabil-
ity to get synchronous and stable firing regimes starting
w ults
a or a
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ak
c en-
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a ases
( -
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( ith
t ow
( fact
f
m f the
p -
s

cur-
r di-
he decay time constant of the inhibitory curr
eads to a deterioration of the regularity of the
ischarges. TheΓ (0) shows that the probability to g
synchronous discharge is higher than in the for

ase as predicted from the weak coupling limit res
seeFig. 4).

We conclude with two remarks: firstly, that the
erval ofgEl values where the average synchroniza
evel is high is physiologically relevant; secondly, th
imilar threshold phenomenon was recently found
network of multicompartment pyramidal cells a

nterneurons (Traub et al., 2001) with a gEl threshold
alue of∼0.3 nS (that, for our model, corresponds
El ∼ 0.044 mS/cm2).

The effects of the heterogeneity,IE(1) 	= IE(2), on
he network coherence were investigated too. It
ound that there is a decrease of the coherence
etween the cells, but increasing the intensity of
ith arbitrary random initial conditions. These res
re qualitatively in agreement with those obtained f
air of coupled LIF models (Lewis and Rinzel, 2003).

For a pair of coupled LIF, it was found, in the we
oupling limit, that fast (slow) inhibitory synapses
ance (reduce) the probability of synchronous fi
s the conductance of electrical synapses incre
Lewis and Rinzel, 2003). We performed a similar nu
erical experiment and found that for fast synap

τDecay= 2.6 ms) our results agree qualitatively w
hose obtained for a LIF model pair, while for sl
τDecay= 5.2 ms) synapses they are conflicting. In
or τDecay= 5.2 ms we found that increasinggEl pro-
otes synchrony too, although the average slope o
lot of PS values (seeFig. 4) is lower than that corre
ponding toτDecay= 2.6 ms.

The study of the synchronization phenomena oc
ing in more realistic conditions was addressed by
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rect numerical integration of the equations modelling a
pair of coupled FS interneurons. Each cell received un-
correlated Poisson distributed excitatory inputs (mod-
elled by using the experimental time course of the
EPSC from a pyramidal cell to an FS one) of 1000 Hz
rate; the amplitude of these currents was chosen in order
reproduce the CV of ISIs of an FS cell in in vitro con-
ditions. By keepinggSy = 0.11 mS/cm2 (as estimated
from the experimental data) andgEl = 0 we found that
the system of coupled cells generates coherent high
frequency discharges. As the electrical coupling was
set on we saw an enhancement of the synchronization
level (seeFig. 5). The effects of the electrical coupling
on the network dynamics were systematically inves-
tigated by plotting the values of the <ν>, of the CV
and of theΓ (0) againstgEl. We found, both for fast
(τDecay= 2.6 ms) and slow (τDecay= 5.2 ms) synapses,
thatΓ (0) and <ν> (CV) exhibit an increasing (decreas-
ing) trend asgEl increases. This means, in agreements
with the results in the weak coupling limit, that the pres-
ence of the gap junctions in a pair of mutually inhibiting
FS cell model enhance their synchronous firing.

Lastly, we showed that the presence of heterogene-
ity deteriorates the coherence levels of the network,
however this effect can be balanced by increasing the
gEl value.
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